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Fishing License Sales Trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you likely have heard, we did see increases in fishing license sales in 2020, attributed primarily to the pandemic. People were seeking ways to recreate safely, and the outdoors was a popular place where many people turned. Most notable increases were in the resident annuals, for both youth and adults. *Data for November and December 2020 and 2021 will be provided by the meeting. 



Small Game License Sales Trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the small game hunting side of things, trends were down slightly from 2019 to 2020, particularly in the resident small game annual category. Not entirely sure as to why that figure declined so significantly. Perhaps it was due to the uncertainty of travel due to the pandemic. Much easier to fish than small game hunt closer to home for most Colorado residents. Nonresidents still seemed to purchase the annual small game license- likely because it was a qualifying license and necessary in order to apply in the draw. The sales trends by month, clearly shows that most of our small game licenses are purchased based of the qualifying license requirement. Turkey licenses, while technically small game, will be covered next along with big game licenses as they are more limited in nature and have draws and carcass tags associated with them. *Data for November and December 2020 and 2021 will be provided by the meeting. 



Limited License Applications- Historic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No surprise to this group, big game applications have continued to trend upwards every year. Prior to 2021, 2018 was our highest application year, corresponding to when we changed to the pay after you draw model and before the qualifying license requirement was in place. These figures include both primary and secondary draw application numbers as well as spring and fall turkey. Other interesting trends are that roughly 40% of our applicants are applying for a preference point only each year. Elk and deer remain our top two applied for species.



Big Game and Spring Turkey Licenses-
Applications- 2021

Application Year Number of  Spring Turkey 
Applications

2019 6,449

2020 6,882

2021 7,547

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2021 applications for the primary big game draw hit record numbers despite vendor issues encountered in the last few days of the application period. With the application deadline extension we received almost 40,000 more applications, breaking our 2018 total and surpassing 2020 by close to 75,000 applications. If only we could find a way to encourage folks to apply early and not wait till the last two days. Loyalty program- more points for early applications. Selling a preference point as it’s own separate product outside of the draw. Spring turkey applications also continue to increase. In fact 2021 was the first year that we surpassed 7,000 applications. We anticipate an increase again in Secondary Draw and fall turkey applications as well, particularly since we will be adding fail to pay licenses from the primary draw into the Secondary Draw this year and counting a fall turkey license as a qualifying license for the Secondary Draw. 



Big Game and Turkey License Sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though big game and turkey applications were up from 2019 to 2020, the three year overall trend on big game and turkey license sales has been going down slightly. This can be attributed to changes in overall approved quota from year-to-year, changes in license prices as they are adjusted up with CPI, season structure changes, and in 2020 the pandemic and several major wild fires that caused a historic number of big game licenses to be returned for a refund and or preference point restoration. Products with a noticeable increase included nonresident bear licenses (attributed to lower price and add-on OTC opportunities). Resident bear license sales were also up due to the add-on opportunities. However OTC elk sales went down for both residents and non-residents, likely due to the pandemic and early season, BGSS changes (certain OTC archery units went limited and sex-specific).  



Big Game and Turkey Refunds 2019 vs. 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned in the previous slide, 2020 was a particularly challenging year not only due to the pandemic, but also the historic wildfires. As you know, the Division’s refund policy established in regulation requires customers to choose between a refund or restoration of preference points when turning in a license unless there was an extreme circumstance or Division error. However in 2020, the Director amended that requirement using his Director’s Authorization authority for those impacted by the 2020 fires or county closures. This lead to more refunds and more preference point restorations than previous years. Some sheep, goat and moose hunters were even granted the opportunity of a guaranteed license for 2021 if they were completely unable to hunt due to the forest fires. 



Power BI Reports/Dashboards
• Interactive versions of these reports are available to 

anyone with a state computer/email account.
• Sales trends are updated several times per year.
• Application trends updated after each application.
• On the parks side- we also have sales trend reports and 

occupancy reports.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know I shared a lot of tables and figures with you all today. In addition to having this presentation to review, I also wanted to let you all know that a interactive dashboard is available with this data as well that can be filtered for a deeper dive. My staff try to get these reports updated as quickly as possible, for all staff to use, and to ensure we are all reporting using the same data sets. Some historic data is available, but we have the most detailed data for the last four years since IPAWS went live. Take any questions or requests for future presentations on these trends. 
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